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Moving Beyond Manoeuvre:
A Conceptual Coming-of-Age for the Australian
and Canadian Armies
Aaron P. Jackson, Flinders University and ARes
The campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq have fostered general agreement that while the
fundamental nature of warfare remains constant, its characteristics are rapidly evolving. By
necessity, this evolution has brought with it a change in the way Western militaries conceptualise
military operations and the strategic environment in which they must undertake them.
Operationally, the contemporary environment is characterised by ‘complex irregular warfare’ that
‘reﬂects the consequences of globalisation, which has created and empowered a diverse range
of enemies of the West; and US conventional dominance, which has caused those adversaries
to seek asymmetric arenas and unconventional means with which to confront the West’.1 To
negate the conventional advantages in military technology that the United States and its allies
possess, particularly superior sensing and information gathering technologies, the enemies
encountered during the so-called ‘War on Terror’ have moved into complex terrain.2
Analysing current military operations, one can draw several conclusions about the characteristics
of contemporary warfare. First, land forces, and especially soldiers (as opposed to platforms),
are the primary military element that will determine success or failure in contemporary conﬂict.
While navies and air forces still have a signiﬁcant role to play in maintaining the strategic
balance-of-power through their ability to dominate ‘the commons’,3 in Afghanistan and Iraq
they have been relegated to a supporting role. Second, the military alone cannot prevail in
Afghanistan and Iraq. Due to the ambitious state-building required in these locations, the
military is frequently required to work alongside other branches of government and with
non-government organisations.
Third, military operations across the entire spectrum are occurring simultaneously in
Afghanistan and Iraq. Essentially, the ‘blocks’ have been removed from the ‘three-block war’
concept advanced by Krulak in the late 1990s,4 and militaries now need to instantaneously
transition between humanitarian operations, peace enforcement and warﬁghting. Finally, the
enemy now frequently appears with little or no warning, strikes and then quickly disperses
into complex terrain to avoid retaliation. As a result, friendly forces now need to be capable
of absorbing a ﬁrst strike and retaliating quickly enough that the enemy does not have time
to disperse, and accurately enough that vital infrastructure and civilians in close proximity
are not harmed.
Of course, none of these observations are particularly new. Even before coalition forces were
deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq, the emergence of these trends had been noticed by astute
observers.5 The effect of Afghanistan and Iraq has been to force military and strategic planners
at all levels to respond to these trends. Due to the scale of these conﬂicts and their importance
as part of the War on Terror, defence planners can no longer afford to concentrate on developing
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‘revolution in military-affairs’ (RMA) technology for a future major interstate war while treating
all other forms of conﬂict as a side-show. In the United States Department of Defense, the
military-strategic shift between the ‘transformation’ program of the late 1990s and the 2006
Quadrennial Defence Review is indicative of a broader change in institutional thinking.6
However, the United States military is not the only military operating in this environment. All
countries that have contributed forces to the coalitions in Afghanistan and Iraq have also had
to adjust to the nature of conﬂict in these theatres. In some cases, adjustments have been
quite innovative. This article examines two such cases—the Australian and Canadian armies.
Even prior to the War on Terror, the Australian and Canadian armies were similarly sized and
shared a similar history, and both armies have responded similarly to operations in the War
on Terror.7 What is surprising is that adjusting to the recent operations has brought about
unique conceptual innovations within both armies.
Although these innovations have their lineage in the operational experience of the late 1990s,8
it is only since the commencement of the War on Terror that Australian and Canadian army
conceptual thinking has yielded unique results. In the case of the Australian Army, its initial
conceptual response to the changing characteristics of warfare was the Complex Warﬁghting
concept paper, released in 2004.9 This was followed in 2006 by the promulgation of a second
concept paper, entitled Adaptive Campaigning.10 In 2004, the Canadian Army published a Force
Employment Concept (FEC),11 which was followed in 2007 by the dissemination of a second,
more detailed concept paper. Importantly, the 2007 paper contained a Canadian-designed
operational concept for prosecuting complex irregular warfare, entitled Adaptive Dispersed
Operations.12
These developments are signiﬁcant because they represent a substantial break with tradition.
Whereas in the past both armies have readily adapted the conceptual developments of other
militaries (particularly the American and British) to suit their own circumstances, recent
developments indicate a more proactive and genuinely innovative approach to overcoming
operational challenges. This article examines the factors underlying this new-found innovation,
positing that current operational demands and a lack of recent allied conceptual innovation
have coalesced to trigger a conceptual ‘coming-of-age’ within both armies.

Conceptual innovation during the 1990s: embracing manoeuvre
Australian and Canadian army conceptual development during the 1990s was primarily
characterised by an embrace of manoeuvre warfare theory. In the Australian Army, this embrace
began before the 1990s, with the concept ﬁrst appearing in doctrine in 1985.13 Progressively,
Australian Army doctrine has developed the concept within the Australian strategic context,
with the 2006 edition of the Army’s keystone doctrine declaring that ‘the Army has embraced
manoeuvre theory’.14 In the Canadian Army there has been a more prominent debate about the
utility of the concept in the Canadian context,15 although it has nonetheless been incorporated
into operational level doctrine and, as a result, it has inﬂuenced operational thinking.16
Yet manoeuvre warfare is not Australian or Canadian in origin. Although it has commonly been
associated with Second World War German military-strategy,17 manoeuvre warfare found its
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way into the lexicon of the Australian and Canadian armies by way of more recent American
and British developments. Ideas developed by academics and practitioners in America and
Britain during the late 1970s, 1980s and 1990s were ﬁrst disseminated through Service journals
and subsequently incorporated into doctrine. Australian and Canadian army thinking about
conﬂict was shaped by these developments, indirectly through engagement with the academic
debate and directly through doctrinal and conceptual exchanges at America, Britain, Canada,
Australia (ABCA) meetings.18
Manoeuvre warfare has been broadly acknowledged as highly suitable to the Australian and
Canadian armies because it is designed to destroy an enemy’s will to ﬁght through the careful
application of force against critical vulnerabilities at decisive moments.19 In other words,
manoeuvre warfare provides a means for the Australian and Canadian armies to compensate
for their small size while capitalising on their relative technological superiority. While this may
be the case, the development of manoeuvre warfare theory in the Australian and Canadian
armies nonetheless conforms to the historic trend of adapting foreign thinking about conﬂict
to their unique circumstances.
One of the interesting questions underlying this trend is: why has it occurred? At ﬁrst glance,
it appears reasonable to assume that the trend is related to the relatively small size of the
Australian and Canadian armies and related resource constraints. Yet the adaptation of foreign
concepts to suit their unique circumstances (as opposed to simply importing conceptual
developments wholesale) demonstrates that the Australian and Canadian armies are both
capable and willing to undertake domestic conceptual development where required. The
trend of embracing and adapting foreign concepts is more likely to have come about due to
a combination of the desire to achieve interoperability with larger allies,20 and a coincidental
convenience that foreign concepts such as manoeuvre warfare, once adapted, have suited the
Australian and Canadian armies quite well.

The impact of recent operations
During the 1990s, when manoeuvre warfare theory was being incorporated into Australian
and Canadian army doctrine, both armies were in different operational positions. Despite
deployments to Cambodia, Somalia and Rwanda early in the decade,21 the Australian Army
remained mired in ‘the long peace’ that followed the withdrawal from Vietnam. The national
‘continental defence’ strategy devoted priority to the Navy and Air Force, with the Army’s role
limited to repelling enemy forces should they manage to cross the ‘sea–air gap’ to Australia’s
north without ﬁrst being destroyed by the Navy or Air Force. While manoeuvre warfare was
ideally suited to this strategy, by the late 1990s the Australian Army was suffering from a
serious lack of operational experience.
This situation changed dramatically beginning with the deployment to East Timor in September
1999.22 This operation was the Australian Army’s largest since the Vietnam War, and since its
commencement the Army’s operational tempo has continued to increase. By early 2008, the
Australian Army was conducting four major operations—in Afghanistan, Iraq, East Timor and
Solomon Islands.23
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In contrast to the Australian Army, the Canadian Army was overstretched throughout the 1990s,
deploying contingents of varying sizes to Somalia, the former Yugoslavia and East Timor. In
the early 2000s the high tempo continued, with deployments to Ethiopia and Eritrea,24 and
Haiti.25 Yet by 2008, these deployments had been eclipsed by a far more prominent operation
in Afghanistan.
While deployments to locations such as Somalia, the former Yugoslavia and East Timor gave
early indications about the emerging nature of post-Cold War conﬂict, it is only since the
commencement of the War on Terror that an accurate vision of contemporary warfare has
been widely agreed upon. The result of this has been the emergence of a general consensus
within the military profession about the character of contemporary warfare, something that
proved elusive throughout the 1990s. For the Australian and Canadian armies, the War on Terror
has removed any remaining uncertainty about the nature of contemporary warfare, bringing
about instead a widespread acceptance of complexity as its deﬁning characteristic. This shift in
thinking has been of fundamental importance, as institutional agreement about the character
of warfare is a vital precondition for conceptual innovation regarding its prosecution.
The nature of contemporary Australian and Canadian army operations has also been important,
as they have signiﬁcantly varied from past operations. In the Australian Army’s case, it has for
the ﬁrst time been required to sustain a military leadership role in the South Paciﬁc. Since
the beginning of the deployment to East Timor in 1999, the Army has provided operational
command (and the bulk of the logistic support) to ongoing operations in East Timor and
Solomon Islands,26 a role it had hitherto left to larger coalition partners.
Further aﬁeld, the Australian Army has deployed in its own ‘areas of operation’ (AOs) in
Afghanistan (in Oruzgan Provence) and Iraq (ﬁrst in Al Muthanna then in Dhi Qar). Although
this is not historically unprecedented (the Australian Task Force in Vietnam deployed to its
own AO in Phuoc Tuy),27 it has both allowed and required the Army to apply its own strategy
and develop its own operational methodology. This is signiﬁcant because it has required
individual ofﬁcers to actively think about how to best overcome the challenges presented by
contemporary operations.28
Arguably, the Canadian Army has undertaken one of the most dangerous roles in Afghanistan.
Since February 2003, it has deployed under the auspices of the NATO-led International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF), initially assuming responsibility for security in Kabul. In 2005, the
Canadian contingent relocated to Kandahar, where its force of approximately 2,500 troops has
been exposed to heavier insurgent violence than exists in most other parts of the country.29
Given the small size of the Canadian contingent relative to American and British contributions
to coalition forces in Afghanistan, the high number of casualties it has suffered (87 fatalities
at the time of writing) is indicative of the threat level in its AO.30
Importantly, Canadian forces have played a more ambitious role than on previous operations.
For example, they conducted the primary information gathering and analysis role while in
Kabul, and disseminated intelligence to allied forces, including the Americans.31 This more
extensive role, combined with the dangerous nature of the Canadian Army’s mission, has
coincided with the emergence of innovative Canadian thought about how to overcome
operational challenges.
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Manoeuvre and the ‘War on Terror’
Given the concept’s prevalence in doctrine at its outset, it is unsurprising that manoeuvre
warfare theory has retained a highly inﬂuential role in conceptual thinking about how to
prevail in the War on Terror. There have, however, been two noteworthy changes in the nature
of this thinking.
First, the scope of manoeuvre thinking has been signiﬁcantly broadened, to the extent that it
is now in vogue to refer to ‘the manoeuvrist approach’ rather than to ‘manoeuvre warfare’, as
the use of the term ‘warfare’ in the latter phrase implies a limitation that is no longer practical.
Beyond simply considering the military consequences of military action, the manoeuvrist
approach now needs to take into account civil–military relations and the (often strategic
level) ramiﬁcations that military actions may have outside the military realm. In other words,
targeting an enemy’s critical military vulnerability may deliver a military gain, but may also
generate a detrimental non-military effect that outweighs the military gain. For example, the
Canadian Army in Kabul received intelligence that a local warlord was planning a rocket attack
against their camp. However, they did not act militarily to neutralise the threat as the political
ramiﬁcations of removing the warlord from the local area would have been more detrimental
to their mission in the long run than the rocket attack itself.32
Second, the emergence of complex irregular warfare has exposed to scrutiny several previously
unchallenged concepts on which the manoeuvrist approach is based. For example, the ‘levels of
conﬂict’, which ﬁrst found their way into American doctrine in 1982,33 and which subsequently
ﬁltered into Australian and Canadian army thinking, are no longer clearly deﬁned. Instead, it has
frequently been observed that actions at one level of conﬂict increasingly have ramiﬁcations at
the other levels. This is particularly true of strategic ramiﬁcations of tactical actions and vice
versa, leading to declarations that the operational level of war is being ‘squeezed out’.34
Overall, it can be said that the manoeuvrist approach has been challenged by current operations,
both conceptually and in terms of the requirements of its application in a non-traditional
warfare setting. This has led to the further reﬁnement of the concept to suit contemporary
conditions. Blaxland, for example, developed a possible Australian manoeuvrist approach to
counter-insurgency operations in the War on Terror, which took into account several of the
shifting factors discussed above. In conclusion, he asserted that the manoeuvrist approach
‘needs to be expanded and more widely agreed to by Army’s key partners … on its own, the
Army can take little of the “manoeuvrist” action required’. Instead, prevailing in contemporary
counterinsurgency operations, ‘while involving the Army, requires a whole-of-government
response’.35

The diminished role of allies
Although the characteristics of warfare are currently evolving in unique ways, the evolution of
warfare itself is not unique. Indeed, no two wars have ever been the same, and armies, including
the Australian and Canadian armies, have had to learn, assimilate and adapt in perpetuity in
order to prevail. Furthermore, prior to the War on Terror, the Australian and Canadian armies
had already adapted manoeuvre warfare to suit their unique national circumstances. The
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vital difference between past and present, therefore, is that the War on Terror has involved a
sustained high operational tempo for both armies, and in Afghanistan (and Iraq in the Australian
Army’s case), the Australian and Canadian armies are ﬁghting wars (as opposed to conducting
peacekeeping or peace enforcement operations). These factors have arguably had the effect
of speeding the pace and scope of Australian and Canadian army conceptual development.
Another important shift has been the diminished role of allies, particularly America and Britain,
in driving conceptual thinking. As noted above, the Australian and Canadian armies have
traditionally tended to adapt American and British conceptual developments to suit their own
circumstances. Since the commencement of the War on Terror, however, American and British
conceptual development has occurred relatively slowly. The reasons for this vary between
countries. In the British case, the experience of counterinsurgency operations in Northern
Ireland positioned the British Army relatively well from the outset of the War on Terror, and
as a result its doctrinal and conceptual development has undergone only minor adjustment.
Hence, there have been few new ‘ground-breaking’ British conceptual developments since the
commencement of the War on Terror.36
The American case is more complex. Regarding the US Army, it has been argued that its large
size has brought about what could be termed ‘institutional inertia’, and as a result of this
the US Army has been slower to adapt to complex irregular warfare.37 Others have taken this
argument a step further, asserting that factors stemming from a cultural bias within the US
Army towards conventional warﬁghting have inhibited attempts to adapt to complex irregular
warfare.38 Regardless of which (if either) of these views is accurate, the US Army has been slow
to respond conceptually to complex irregular warfare. The US Marine Corps, which does not
appear to suffer from the same challenges as the Army, has nonetheless been only marginally
faster in adapting conceptually.39 In short, the Australian and Canadian armies have not been
able to draw on allied conceptual developments since the beginning of the War on Terror,
since there have been few developments to draw upon.
Regardless of this, it must also be noted that Afghanistan and Iraq are big countries, and what
works in one province or area may not work in another.40 Since the Australian and Canadian
armies are operating in their own AOs, their tactical experiences of complex irregular
warfare have been unique. This has provided an additional incentive for them to develop
their own operational and tactical concepts, regardless of allied conceptual developments
(or lack thereof).

Adapting to ‘complex irregular warfare’: Australian and Canadian army
responses
The result of this coalescence of recent developments has been a conceptual coming-of-age
within the Australian and Canadian armies. This has been underpinned by a widespread
willingness to accept the shift to complex irregular warfare, and accompanied by broad debate
about how to address the problems it poses. Eventually, debate has resulted in an institutional
embrace by both armies of newly developed operational concepts.
Among the ABCA armies, the Australian Army has been credited with being ‘the ﬁrst to publish
a comprehensive analysis of the new conﬂict environment and its implications’,41 releasing
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Figure 1: Adaptive Campaigning: Lines of Operation
Complex Warﬁghting in May 2004. While the timing of the concept paper’s release indicates
that it was inﬂuenced by the pre-War on Terror deployment to East Timor, operations in
Afghanistan and Iraq clearly had a substantial inﬂuence over its content.
Examining numerous tactical developments, Complex Warﬁghting adapted several existing
concepts and developed others that were more original in nature. A force structure that
maintained ﬂexibility and adaptability was deemed central to operational success in a
complex environment.42 Building on this, a ‘capability concept’ established that forces must
be ‘optimised for versatility, agility and orchestration’.43 These three factors were identiﬁed
as critical force multipliers in complex irregular warfare, and were discussed at length in
relation to six ‘combat functions’ (know, shape, strike, shield, adapt, sustain) that had been
previously identiﬁed in the Army’s keystone doctrine.44 Finally, a ‘Chief of Army’s Development
Instruction’ (CADI) established eleven ‘design rules’ to guide subsequent developments.45
As can be deduced from the CADI, it was not intended that Complex Warﬁghting constitute
a conceptual end-state. Rather, it provided a starting point for further institutional thinking
about complex irregular warfare.
It is the subsequent development of the ‘adaptive campaigning’ concept, released in late 2006,
which represents a watershed in Australian Army conceptual thinking. Although the concept’s
ofﬁcial deﬁnition is mundane,46 it is innovative because it established and enumerated at
length ﬁve ‘lines of operation’ and developed a model explaining their relationship to each
other within the broader political and military context (see Figure 1). An ‘adaption cycle’
(which appears to have been based upon the format of Boyd’s ‘OODA loop’) was created as a
model to encourage rapid adaption within a complex irregular warfare setting (see Figure 2).47
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Figure 2: The Adaption Cycle.
Furthermore, it was established that:
[T]he key to the Land Force’s success will be its ability to effectively orchestrate effort across the
ﬁve lines of operation. As a result, the Land Force must have an inherent ability to quickly shift
its main effort within a line of operation, and across the ﬁve lines of operation, in response to
and in anticipation of a rapidly changing environment.48

Importantly, this concept has constituted a shift in the conceptual framework guiding
operational thought within the Australian Army.
In the Canadian Army, conceptual approaches to complex irregular warfare have their lineage
in the ‘transformation’ program that commenced in 1999. This process was based on a ‘three
horizon construct’, which delineated between the ‘Army of Today’, the ‘Army of Tomorrow’
and the ‘Future Army’. While the ﬁrst of these categories described the force in existence, the
last facilitated discussion about general themes relating to force development ten to 30 years
into the future. The Army of Tomorrow, which referred to the desired force structure ﬁve to
ten years into the future, became the primary focus of structural and operational planning.
However, it was also determined that the Army of Today needed ‘an intermediate milestone
for conceptual and doctrinal design’.49 This led to the production of The Army Strategy and
Force Employment Concept, released in 2002 and 2004 respectively.
Although both documents contributed to the establishment of a general direction for
subsequent conceptual development, The Army Strategy contained little philosophical or
conceptual discussion. Instead, it established a strategy consisting of four core objectives,
and set ﬁve and ten year goals to enable the Army to reach each objective.50
The FEC, by contrast, had a similar effect to the Australian Army’s Complex Warﬁghting paper, in
the sense that it provided a starting point for further developments. Based on lessons learned
during operations in the former Yugoslavia as much as (if not more than) Afghanistan, the
FEC substantially reﬁned and developed an existing concept, determining ﬁve ‘operational
functions’ (command, sense, act, shield, sustain). These were intended to provide a ‘framework
for conceptual and combat development’.51
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Meanwhile, the program for transformation from the Army of Today to the Army of Tomorrow
focused on establishing ‘a command-centric and knowledge-based organisation’. It was also
determined that ‘[t]he Army of Tomorrow is to be a mix of medium-weight and light, information
age Army that is capable of using the ﬁve operational functions … across the full spectrum
of conﬂict’.52 Over the next few years, the Directorate of Land Concepts and Design (DLCD)
developed a FEC for the Army of Tomorrow.
Importantly, the conceptual development process itself represents an innovative and uniquely
Canadian approach. In addition to releasing a conceptual thought-piece for public debate,53 a
ﬁctional text set in the year 2025 was released to accompany it.54 The ofﬁcial publication of a
ﬁctional text to generate debate about the changing characteristics of warfare was originally a
Canadian initiative, in this case resurrected after a lull of over 15 years.55 Subsequently, studies,
workshops, war games and seminars were conducted, with the eventual outcome being the
development of the Adaptive Dispersed Operations (ADO) concept.56 Signiﬁcantly, ADO is an
internally-derived Canadian Army contribution to conceptual thinking about land warfare.
The document that promulgated ADO, Land Operations 2021, initially established a conceptual
framework consisting of several functional and enabling concepts (see Figure 3).57 Although
these were mostly adaptations of existing concepts, including the ﬁve operational functions
developed in the FEC, ADO itself was unique, envisaging:
[E]mploying highly adaptive land forces dispersed – in terms of time, space and purpose –
throughout the width and depth of the battlespace in order to create and exploit opportunities,
control the tempo of operations and overwhelm the adversary’s understanding of that
battlespace.58

Figure 3: Adaptive Dispersed Operations: Functional and Enabling Concepts.
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The concept called for forces to aggregate and disperse throughout the AO as required, with
the intent of shaping their environment. Essentially, ADO was designed to exploit the facets of
the contemporary operational environment and manipulate them to the advantage of friendly
forces, as opposed to simply adapting to them.59 Because of this conceptual approach, ADO
constituted an innovative way to wage complex irregular warfare.

Implications and ramiﬁcations
Recent conceptual innovations in the Australian and Canadian armies are unique. Although
the manoeuvrist approach remains a valid paradigm, and was taken into account during the
development of the adaptive campaigning and ADO models, the models nonetheless represent
a move beyond manoeuvre thinking in both armies. This is an important development as
it will shape how each army conducts operations over the coming years, and will also play
a role in the development of military-strategy. Indeed, conceptual development is already
linked to the Australian Army’s ‘hardened and networked army’ (HNA) project and the
Canadian Army’s transformation program.60 In effect, this signals a broader linkage between
conceptual developments and force structure and acquisitions, and Australian and Canadian
conceptual innovations are already beginning to inﬂuence force development projects within
both armies.
Another important ramiﬁcation is the potential impact these conceptual developments
may have on alliance relationships, especially within ABCA. Whereas traditionally, American
and British developments have ﬂowed into the Australian and Canadian armies, recent
developments have partially reversed this trend, with the International Institute for Strategic
Studies noting that ‘large portions of the new US future land warﬁghting concept appear to
have been drawn directly from the Australian Complex Warﬁghting doctrine’.61 Since conceptual
developments often act as a catalyst for force planning and acquisitions, the US decision to
incorporate Australian ideas into its own conceptual development will help ensure ongoing
interoperability. Furthermore, the decision is indicative of an enhanced Australian Army
reputation in senior US military circles.62 This reputation yields broader alliance beneﬁts for
Australia, including intelligence sharing and access to US military technology, beneﬁts that,
inter alia, enhance the Australian Army’s capabilities.
Finally, it should be noted that both the adaptive campaigning and ADO concepts call for
prosecution by highly mobile, well-armed (and armoured) and ‘networked’ forces. Such
forces are expensive, however, and sufﬁcient funding is a key requirement for the successful
implementation of both concepts. Preferably, funding will also need to be accompanied by
supportive strategic policy. Fortunately for both armies this environment exists at present. In
Australia, the HNA and Enhanced Land Force (ELF) projects (costing a total of $A5.6 billion)
are accompanied by a strategic policy focus on a ‘whole-of-government’ approach to security
challenges, which aligns with the Army’s perceptions of its role in prosecuting complex
irregular warfare.63 In Canada, strategic policy has emphasised an approach labelled the ‘threeDs’—diplomacy, development and defence—which incorporates military and other agency
contributions in an overall approach to contemporary operations.64 Furthermore, the Harper
Government has been generally supportive of the Army’s transformation program.
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Of course, such funding and policy support is not guaranteed forever, and a change in the
political climate could easily bring about an end to the implementation of contemporary
Australian and Canadian army conceptual developments.65 Whether this would be accompanied
by a return to the traditional pattern of adapting foreign concepts to suit local needs, or
whether Australian and Canadian army conceptual innovation would continue, albeit in a
different direction, remains to be seen.66

Conclusion
Since the beginning of the War on Terror, there has been general agreement about the
changing characteristics of contemporary warfare. These characteristics include a move into
complex terrain and the need for joint and inter-agency approaches to overcome complicated
operational challenges. In short, the contemporary operational environment is characterised
by the existence of complex irregular warfare. In this environment, operational demands
on the Australian and Canadian armies have driven institutional thought about how best to
overcome contemporary operational challenges.
Conceptually, both armies have an historical tendency to adapt foreign concepts to suit their
own needs, the ongoing development of the manoeuvrist approach providing a prominent
example. In recent years, however, operational demands have coalesced with a lack of allied
conceptual developments to generate a situation that has encouraged the Australian and
Canadian armies to innovate conceptually in an unprecedented manner. The result of this
conceptual coming-of-age within both armies is the development of operational concepts
which are now beginning to guide broader force development projects and, as a result of the
ﬂow-on effect of their impact on operational thought, the prosecution of current operations
themselves.
In the Australian Army’s case, this model is adaptive campaigning. In the Canadian Army’s
case, it has developed ADO. Although the concepts have some similarities (as they are both
responses to the contemporary operational environment), both nonetheless remain unique.
Of equal importance, particularly in the Canadian Army’s case, the concepts are the result
of a development process that has been innovative in its own right.
Importantly, the subsequent implementation of conceptual innovation has been made
possible by conducive strategic policy and funding for acquisitions. Both armies are presently
fortunate enough to be in a situation where strategic policy and funding support are usually
forthcoming. Should this environment change, it will be interesting to see whether the recent
level of conceptual innovation continues or whether a return to the traditional pattern of
adapting foreign concepts to suit the unique circumstances of both armies resumes. If this
were to happen, it would be a pity, as recent conceptual developments in the Australian and
Canadian armies represent important milestones in the broader development of both as
effective, modern military forces.
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